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The DoctorsLog application will enable the primary care physician to maintain an electronic record of the medical history of the patient and the treatment given to the patient. The application is based on the format of QuickBooks with similar functionality to other similar applications. The application includes preloaded information about the patients and the medications and treatments they have received. It also allows the doctor to review the history of their
patients in a variety of different formats. It allows the doctor to enter operation, examination and treatment notes for their patients. Archive This project was completed and successfully tested in the Bay Area to support sales and administrative needs of newly created healthcare company. The software is a sister project to the previously developed project, QuickBooks Professional, in the company's customer base. Developed a real time inventory tracking
website that simulates a cash register as the user interfaces to the software. Expertise in ASP.NET and VB.NET. I created this website for my company. The website is a modification of a website provided by ThinkCentre. We have a physical therapy practice in a community hospital in Texas. We have several programs that deal with the insurance company and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid. These programs must be presented to the insurance
company in a certain way to avoid payment delays. This required a custom database that contained all the patient information from our Practice Management software to our billing software. This is a project for a company that owns their own group insurance. They wanted a new system that would allow them to create and edit patient records on their computer and then push those changes to our database. I have developed an application for Microsoft.NET that
is developed using MySQL that can simulate a cash register as the user interfaces to the application. I can use this application to track inventory and purchase orders. 1) Microsoft.net 2) MySQL Database (A very basic version is installed to the development machine for this project) 3) Visual Studio 2005 to create a project based on the Microsoft.Net. This project has been placed in our server so any changes are very easily pushed to our server. 4) MySql
Workbench 3.21.2 for simple SQL queries and table creation. 5) MS Project 2002, for creating the Project Management templates for the development team. This is also based on the Microsoft.Net 6) Varnish Cache Proxy, to remove the necessity of caching the web pages. 7) ASP.NET & VB.
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The DoctorsLog application has been developed with the idea of being a user-friendly database application. Developers can add new doctors, procedures, treatments, medications, illnesses, and insurance companies. Administration of users, procedures, treatments, and meds can be found in their assigned tabbed areas on the main form. A report form allows doctors to access all their past and current data for a report. The user can also export his or her data for
insurance billing purposes. DoctorsLog Requirements: Microsoft Access 2003 Windows XP Vista/7 .Net Framework 3.5, 4.0 .Net Server, Client The DoctorsLog system is compatible with: - Windows XP - Microsoft Windows Server 2003 - Windows Vista - Windows 7 -.Net Framework 3.5 -.Net Framework 4.0 - IE 8/9/10 There is no method to display the "Details" property list for a selected row. The "Form" subcomponent has no minimum size options.
The "DropDownList" property dialog takes over the screen and the text is blank. The "DropDownList" property dialog is blank. The "DroppedList" property dialog takes over the screen and the text is blank. The "HyperLink" property dialog is blank. The "Table" component does not have a specified size. The "Viewer" component does not have a specified size. The "RichTextBox" property dialog takes over the screen and the text is blank. The "RichTextBox"
property dialog is blank. The "StatusBar" component doesn't have any specified size. The "StatusStrip" component's specified size is not the same as its parent component. The "TabControl" subcomponent doesn't have any specified size. There is no specified minimum size for the "TabControl" subcomponent. The "TabStrip" property dialog does not have a specified size. There is no specified minimum size for the "TabStrip" component. The "ToolTip"
property dialog doesn't work on some controls such as the "Label" and "TextBox" components. There is no specified minimum size for the "ToolTip" property dialog. There is no specified minimum size for the "ToolTip" component. There is no specified minimum size for the "TextBox" component. The "WindowState" property dialog doesn't work on some controls 6a5afdab4c
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Testimonials What do doctors say about DoctorsLog? Doctors have raving to say about this remarkable application. In fact, Doctor responses have been so positive that DoctorsLog recently removed all cost and purchasing restrictions, and decided to make DoctorsLog available completely free of charge to ALL Doctors: All DoctorsLog applications are FREE to use! - No purchasing limits - No license fees Why is DoctorsLog so special? The DoctorsLog
application has an intuitive interface and includes many medical features. It includes features such as: Personal & Medical History, Examinations and Treatments, Operations, Medications, ILLnesses, Operations, and of course, Insurance Companies. It is possible to access the application as a Doctor, a Patient, or a spouse. There is an easy to use interface that makes DoctorsLog simple to learn and use. Addresses, Telephone Numbers, Email addresses, and
Specialty are included. "EZ-Logon" is the secure password in which you log onto the application. DoctorsLog uses the latest in security software, and stores your password in a "Salt" feature that makes it impossible to crack. Many of the features in DoctorsLog have been included due to requests from Doctors. Just some of the Doctors who requested features include: Doctors Say: Please note that DoctorsLog responds to the following abbreviations: FROM: Full
Name; TO: Last Name FROM: Presentation: Presentation / Presenting Name; TO: Presentation: Presentation / Presenting Name; FROM: Hospitality: Hospital / Hospital Affiliation / Hospitality / Hospital Staff: Hospital Affiliation TO: Hospitality: Hospital / Hospital Affiliation / Hospitality / Hospital Staff: Hospital Affiliation; FROM: Practice: Physician Fulfillment Center / Physician Fulfillment Center / Physician Practices: Physician Fulfillment Center;
TO: Practice: Physician Fulfillment Center / Physician Fulfillment Center / Physician Practices: Physician Fulfillment Center; FROM: Specialty: Specialty; TO: Specialty: Specialty; FROM: Service: Service; TO: Service: Service; FROM: Extra: Extra; TO: Extra: Extra; FROM: Reply: Reply; TO: Reply: Reply; FROM: Notes: Notes; TO: Notes: Notes; FROM: Address: Address;

What's New In?

DoctorsLog is a unique, online doctor, nurse and patient logging program. It allows your physicians and their staff to easily track examinations and treatments from start to finish. Using this application does not replace the need for detailed tracking via paper charts. Medical Doctors - Full Health Medical Credentials 1.0 How many of you know a medical doctor who has had at least one medical crisis in which he/she had trouble having medical records? It
happens very often, and here is why. Many doctors, especially younger ones, have become so accustomed to their computer and... 43.52 KB Medical Doctors - Palo Alto Med Clinic Tracking 1.0 Maintain the most up-to-date master list of all scheduled appointments, whether in your own practice or your patients' offices, as well as providing a reminder to your staff. Please note that appointments MUST have the following information to... Medical Doctors -
Desktop Doctor 1.0 This program will help you to manage the medical practice and provide accurate analysis of the numbers of your patients by the disease, keep the data on the patients, physicians, hospitals, doctors, surgeries, medications, scans and... 72.13 KB Medical Doctors - Modern Doctor 1.0 The excellent looking program allows you to see which doctors have been most often treated by your doctors. If your profile is not listed, we are still able to tell
you that it is because of the following reasons: 1. The doctor may be... 11.56 KB Medical Doctors - Practice Management Toolkit 1.0 The Practice Management Toolkit is the perfect solution for any clinic manager or practice owner looking to make their practice more efficient, productive, and profitable. Designed to be as user friendly as possible, and... 35.07 KB Medical Doctors - Plan Practice 2.0 This plan is for the owners of medical practices. It includes
the following; Practice management Schedule Plan for the entire day in detail, with all the activities in it, divided by different types of operations. It also includes... Medical Doctors - Management and Tracking of Patients 1.0.1 Management and Tracking of Patients is a program for physicians, nurses, and receptionists. It helps to keep an organized medical record and keep a patient record. It also allows one to schedule appointments, keep a patient history,...
19.04 KB Medical
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System Requirements For DoctorsLog:

REQUIRES A 64-BIT PC, running Windows 7 64-bit, Windows Vista 64-bit, Windows XP 64-bit, or Windows 2000 64-bit. Please see our System Requirements Policy for a complete explanation of compatibility and technical requirements. INCLUDES (SKU1) The initial release of Starcraft II: Wings of Liberty contains the following features. • Wings of Liberty Digital Soundtrack: Available for purchase in stores and at www.Starcraft2.com. • Arcade
Mode: All of Wings of Liberty's
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